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Participant Rating Results 

 

Attendance: 31                                         Respondents: 21 

 

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job. 

2. The description matched what I experienced in the session. 

3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills. 

4. Over all, this was a good session. 
 

 
 

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session. 

 

 “+1” idea is important. 

 Besides being overwhelmed, I believe after I have time to digest all of the info, I will be able to “take away” something I can 

use. I am brand new to teaching @ the university level so I’m processing a lot. Thank you for a wonderful presentation. 

 Conversational, evidence-based, sharing of practical tips to ↑ universal design +1. 

 Everyone needs the “how to’s.” Big picture thinking great, but we need to be taught and allowed [to] practice the tools. 

Thank you! 

 Great overall explication of UDL. Appreciate the UDL book (CAST) download. 

 Great—more faculty would have benefited if they had this info. 

 I didn’t realize copyright session was in afternoon . . . I can’t attend, but need help/info. 

 I have some experience with the topic & it was an excellent way to bring people on board. 

 I liked the positive vibes displayed by the presenter/facilitator. He urged us in a positive way how important it is for us to 

practice UDL. 

 I would love to have more opportunity sessions like this one, and also adding a hands-on section. 

 Informative and useful session. 

 It’s nice to see our faculty engaging in your presentation. 

 Sorry I had to leave for a meeting & miss more than ½ of the session. 
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 Succinct session – Part 1. Well thought out and the steps are very helpful. Part 2 – great facilitating Q&A session. 

 The “Chinese menu” was great—I will use that for ideas to incorporate for classes. I still feel a bit overwhelmed or unsure 

how to do “+1” with my lectures which incorporate a lot of student participation. 

 The first 60-90 minutes perhaps could have been done in less time (sell others on UDL). Second half more useful (better use 

of precious time). 

 There were many take-aways that I plan to slowly incorporate in my courses. Very useful session. 

 This session has given me many ideas to incorporate access into my classes/courses. 

 This was awesome! Thanks for coming. 

 Useful, non-technical strategies to implement UDL. Excellent ability to facilitate discussion. Very knowledgeable! 

 Very engaging session with applicable information. Not too much info at once. 

 Very useful to a new instructor like me. +1 was a very useful concept. I’ll be trying my best to use it. Something I’d like to 

have seen more of or practiced is what +1 would look like—e.g., here is how to break content up into chunks. Thank you! 

 You are great! I want to use UDL! & share with my colleagues. ☺ 


